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About Kristi
Kristi Noem is a wife, mother, grandmother, rancher, farmer, small business owner, and New York Times bestselling author of "Not My First Rodeo: Lessons from the Heartland."...
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This is our moment
South Dakota is choosing a future founded in freedom.










With an average donation of just $49, Kristi’s campaign is powered by the people.

Join the fight. Chip in today.
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$100

$250








Meet Governor
Kristi Noem
Like so many who were raised in South Dakota, the concept of family drives Governor Noem’s principles. The values instilled in her as a child, the ideals she lives by today and the vision she holds for the future are all linked to a strong family foundation. Preserving and strengthening an environment that allows families to thrive is central to achieving that vision, and Governor Noem has proven that a conservative government approach fosters that environment.
Read More
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Recent News



Gov. Kristi Noem Endorses Bernie Moreno for Ohio Senate Seat
Today, Governor Kristi Noem endorsed entrepreneur and America-first conservative Bernie Moreno in the upcoming 2024 U.S. Senate election in Ohio. 

Read the articleRead the article



Governor Noem Endorses Donald J. Trump for President
Today, Governor Kristi Noem endorsed President Donald J. Trump for President of the United States. She delivered the endorsement in remarks at the South Dakota Republican Party’s Monumental Leaders Rally. These remarks are as prepared for delivery: 

Read the articleRead the article



Gov. Noem Delivers Remarks and Signs Executive Order at NRA-ILA Leadership Forum
Charlton Heston once said: “Those dead old white guys who invented this country, knew what they were talking about.”

Read the articleRead the article
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